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Year  Two 

 
            Autumn 2nd Half Term:  November 2021 

     
Dear Parents/Carers,  
 

We hope the children have had an enjoyable half term break. We are so pleased with how the children 
have settled into Year 2 and are looking forward to the weeks ahead.  Much of our learning this half 
term will centre on our key texts, ‘The Way Home for Wolf’ and ‘The Elves and the Shoemaker’ and our 
Geography unit on our local area. Later in the half term, the children will enjoy taking part in a wide 
range of Christmas activities. 
 

The table below gives a brief outline of the learning in different subject areas. 
 

Subjects Focus of Learning 
English We will use the two texts mentioned above to develop our understanding of different forms 

of sentences and how to write and punctuate these correctly. We will use expanded noun 
phrases in our sentences, ensuring that they start with a capital letter. We will be learning 
how to write and set out a letter correctly and how to write a clear set of instructions.  

Phonics  
 

We will be revising all our phase 3 and phase 5 sounds and reading words containing the 
corresponding graphemes. We will focus on spotting digraphs (2 letters that make one 
sound) and trigraphs (three letters that make one sound) in words, sounding out each sound 
in the word and blending the sounds to read the words.    

Maths Our learning will include: using addition and subtraction to complete fact families,  
(7+5 = 12, 12-5=7); using known facts to learn related facts (4+6=10 so 40+60=100); 
adding two 2-digit numbers together (43+34) and recognising and counting money, both 
coins and notes.  

Science Building on our Autumn One topic about materials, we will be introducing different ways of 

changing the shapes of objects made from different materials. We will identify materials 

that can be changed by the actions of squashing, bending, twisting and stretching, and 

link these actions with the properties of the materials that allow them to be changed. We 

will discover that some materials have different properties according to how they are 

shaped and what they are made into, and choose materials for uses according to their 

properties. We will also learn that pushes and pulls can cause movement or a change in 

shape. 

Computing Following on from our learning last half term, we will learn about the use of spreadsheets. In 

this unit we will be copying, cutting and pasting totals and adding amounts.  

Geography 
 
 

Our topic this term is ‘Our Local Area’. Our learning will include identifying the differences 
between rural and urban areas and finding out what type of settlement we live in. We will 
be studying and recording the geography of the school and its grounds and the key human 
and physical features of our local environment.  

PHSCE 
 
 

Our topic this half term is Celebrating Difference. We will be reflecting on some of the ways 
that boys and girls are different and how we are all special and unique. We will think about 
how being different can sometimes lead to bullying, how to stand up for ourselves and 
others and how to make new friends.  

Art/DT 
 

We will be looking at a variety of finger puppets and then designing and making our own. 
We will then evaluate our finished product and reflect on what went well and what we 
might do differently should we make them again.  
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We will be learning more about Christianity. We will be exploring the question ‘Why does 
Christmas matter to Christians?’. We will be finding out more about who Christians believe 
Jesus is and why they believe he is special. 

Music 
 

We will continue to follow our music scheme Charanga. Our focus song this half term is ‘Ho, 
Ho, Ho’, a Christmas song by Joanna Mangona and Jane Sebba. 

 
Home Learning 
We have been very impressed with the home learning that was submitted last half term. This half term, 
home learning will continue to consist of either a Maths or English activity in addition to a spelling list. It 
will still be set on Google Classroom on Friday and needs to be completed and turned in by the 
following Wednesday. As explained in previous correspondence, a photo can be taken of the learning 
and then uploaded to Google Classroom. In addition to these home learning tasks, we recommend 
that children also engage with RM Easi-Maths on a regular basis.  Please let a member of the Year 2 
team know if you need any help accessing these platforms. 
 

Reading 
Each week we will be sending home two school reading books. These books will be sent home in a 
plastic folder, which we will provide. We ask that these reading folders and reading books are sent into 
school every day. As part of our COVID 19 control measures, when books are returned we place them 
in a quarantine box for 72 hours before they are sent out again. 
 

One of the most important ways in which you can support your child’s learning is to ensure that they 
engage with 10-15 minutes reading every day. This can consist of hearing them read their school 
reading book or sharing books that you have at home. We will continue to use the reading record on 
Google Classroom to monitor children’s reading.  It is important that you look at the reading record on 
a regular basis and make a brief comment about your child’s reading at least once a week. If you 
need any help accessing this record, please let the Year 2 team know by emailing the school office. 
 

P.E. 

The Year 2 coached PE session takes place on a Friday. The class will also have PE on a Wednesday.   

On these days, children need to come in to school wearing their PE kit.  This should consist of their 

school PE t-shirt, jogging bottoms/PE shorts and trainers (not plimsolls, due to possible wet weather). 
 

Pencil Cases 

Children will need to continue to bring in a pencil case. This needs to be a plastic/metal pencil case 

containing pencils, handwriting pen, small ruler, eraser, sharpener (one that holds sharpenings), 

colouring pencils and a small glue stick.  
 

Reminders about what children need in school 

 Named school jumper/cardigan/coat  

 Named pencil case as outlined above 

 Named water bottle (water fountains are still not in use) 

 Folder containing reading book (provided by school) 

 Children won’t need a large school bag as they are no longer bringing PE kits/home learning 

folders to and from school. Children may use a plastic bag if they need to bring anything in.  

 Children can bring in school book bags if they have them.  

 Small packet of tissues, and we also ask for any donations of larger tissue boxes for the 

classroom.  
 

We would like to thank you for your ongoing support. If you have any questions, please contact the 

class team via the School Office email. 

Mrs Prados and Miss Goringe 


